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Abstract. A formal method is developed for finding asymptotic solutions to a class

of strongly singular integral equations containing a small parameter, e . The class has

relevance to the analysis of microcrack growth in reinforced ceramics. The method

makes use of the asymptotic matching principle of Van Dyke. Its application is

mechanical and it appears to allow, in principle, the construction of asymptotic so-

lutions to any order. Consistency to order e is demonstrated for the general case

and a solution correct to order e is constructed for a particular example, previously

studied only to leading order.

1. Introduction. There has recently been substantial interest in the asymptotic

solution of integral equations containing a small parameter, in cases where the pa-

rameter gives rise to a singular perturbation. Systematic studies of Volterra equations

have been made by Angell and Olmstead [1,2] and Fredholm equations have been

discussed by Lange and Smith [3]. For these examples, solutions could be generated,

in principle to any order, starting from a simple "additive" form of asymptotic ap-

proximation. For other types of equations, "leading order" asymptotic solutions can

often be found. Atkinson and Leppington [4], for example, studied two equations

(one with a Cauchy kernel) and extracted solutions by direct reasoning. Hori and

Nemat-Nasser [5] studied an equation with a strongly-singular kernel and found a

leading-order solution, both by starting from an "additive" form and a "multiplica-

tive" form for the solution. Neither starting-point appeared capable, however, of

yielding a solution to higher order — or at least some further injection of ingenuity

appeared to be required. Olmstead and Gautesen [6] have likewise obtained leading-

order solutions to a variety of equations, starting from a "multiplicative" form for

the solution.

The purpose of this work is to develop a simple prescription, which can be applied

directly to obtain the asymptotic solution, in principle to any order, of equations

of the type considered by Hori and Nemat-Nasser [5]. The approach has much in
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742 J. R. WILLIS and S. NEMAT-NASSER

common with that developed in [1, 2, 3] but the question of matching expansions is

addressed in much the way employed for differential equations by Van Dyke [7].

In the singular perturbation of differential equations, formal "inner" and "outer"

asymptotic expansions may be generated. Loss of boundary conditions gives rise to

undetermined parameters in the expansions, which may then be fixed by "matching."

One particular technique for matching (which is invoked in the present work) is

embodied in the asymptotic matching principle of Van Dyke [7]. As noted in [1, 2,

3], integral equations are different in that a uniformly valid asymptotic approximation

has to be substituted directly into the integral. The "additive," or "multiplicative,"

forms are intended to serve that purpose. In the present work, this idea is extended

— or perhaps expressed in a way that makes its application routine — by introducing

explicitly a composite expansion, comprising the sum of inner and outer expansions,

less their common part. The matching principle is thus invoked at an earlier stage

than in the case of differential equations.

Inevitably, the application of the method becomes increasingly laborious, the more

terms are required, but, for illustration, the procedure is carried through to three

terms for a particular linear equation, studied to leading order in [5] and [6].

2. The integral equation. The integral equation

—£ [ —(^—i(p{y) + y{x,(p(x)) = ii/{x), — 1 < x < 1, (2.1)
J-i (y-x)

together with the subsidiary conditions

p(-l) = p(l) = 0, (2.2)

is considered, in the asymptotic limit e < 1 . It was studied previously by Hori

and Nemat-Nasser [5], who demonstrated uniqueness of its solution (assuming exis-

tence), under the assumption that y is a monotone increasing function of its second

argument, <f>. The parameter e is positive. The integral in (2.1) is strongly singular

and is interpreted as a finite part in the sense of Hadamard [8] or, equivalently, in the

sense of distributions [9], Thus, it can be viewed as the convolution of tp(x) (taken
 2

equal to zero outside [-1 , 1]) with x . A simple way to evaluate the convolution

is to regard x~2 as the real part of (x - 0i)~", since the integral can be evaluated

by elementary means for the latter. The result is that

[ —^-~2<p{y)= [ . dy ■>[p(.y) - g»U) - (>?-x)<p\x)]
J-1 (y - x) J-1 (y - x)

MX) +,'W1„ (i^V (2.3)
I — .Y* ' 1 ' y1+*

Equation (2.3) makes sense so long as (p'(x) is defined; it is useful when, in addition,

<p{x) is smooth, so that the remaining integrand has only a removable singularity at

y = x.

One physical context in which the integral equation (2.1), with (2.2), appears, is in

the analysis of a crack in a brittle matrix reinforced by fibres [10]. The crack occupies

(in dimensionless variables) the segment -1 < x < 1 of the x-axis and the external
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loading, defined by y{x), induces a separation (p(x) of the crack faces. The crack

is bridged by fibres, which exert a restraining stress at x equal to y(x, <p(x)), which

thus depends on the local separation. If all fibres are broken at some particular x,

then y(x, (p{x)) = 0. The integral corresponds to the resistance to crack opening

provided by the elasticity of the matrix. Thus, the limit e <gc 1 is associated with

the dominance of crack bridging over the elasticity of the matrix. The value of e

decreases as the physical length of the crack increases.

The limit e < 1 is singular because, if £ were set equal to zero in (2.1), the

predicted (p{x) would violate the conditions (2.2); thus, the integral has to be im-

portant, at least near x = ±1 . For future use, the asymptotic form of (2.3), when

x = -1 + ex and £ —► 0 with x fixed, is recorded:

/-, (y+l-ex'f9iy) ~ + ',PVl)l

-^-5*-i)-p'(-i)
£X 2

+ /(-l)ln(-|)+ 0(i). (2.4)

3. The matching procedure. Suppose that

<p{x)~ (p0{x) + <p{{x) + --- + (pn(x) + o{e.n) as £ —> 0, (3.1)

with x fixed and different from -1 or 1, and that

q>(-\ + ex') ~ f30(x') + cpx(x') + • • ■ + (pm{x) + o(e'n) as£^0, (3.2)

with x! fixed. For this purpose, ln£ is regarded as 0(1). The function <p(x) is

assumed to satisfy the asymptotic matching principle of Van Dyke [7], That is, if

<pk{-1 + £x') ~ S'"{x') + o(sm) as £ —> 0 (3.3)

and

then

(Sj I j ~^(jc) + o(e") ass^O, (3.4)

Esr(1^£) = E4"w. <3-5)
k=0 V ' k=0

exactly. In this case, it is assumed that

n

^(X) ~ + <Pk:(*') - Sk(x')) + °(£") (3-6)
k=0

uniformly for —1 <x< 1 — <5 for some 8 > 0. Here,

' 1 + x
x = —. (3.7)

A similar assumption will be made for the other end-point, x = 1 . The decomposi-

tion (3.6) is additive, like that used in [1, 2, 3], but the explicit inclusion of the terms
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S"(x'), which can equally well be written in terms of x, using (3.5), is helpful for

the calculations to follow.

The notation introduced above is such that <pk and <pk contain only terms of

order ek (including eA lne,etc.) but Sk , Sk denote series containing terms from

0(1) up to 0{en).

The procedure is now to attempt to find (pk , <pk by substituting the uniform ex-

pansion (3.6) into the integral in (2.1) and then simplifying the resulting expressions,

either as e —» 0 with x fixed or as e —► 0 with x fixed, x and x being related by

(3.7).

4. Solution to lowest order. First, let e —> 0 in (2.1), with x fixed. Eq. (2.3)

shows that the integral is bounded, so (2.1) reduces to

y(x, <p0{x)) = y/{x), (4.1)

which is an algebraic equation for <p0{x). Close to x = -1, however, the integral

becomes important. It will be approximated by using the expression (3.6), with

n — 0. This requires knowledge of Sq(x') , which follows immediately as

SoVWof"1)- (4-2)

Now x is identified with -1 + ex', as in (3.7), and (2.1) is expanded to lowest

order as e —► 0. The equation to be analyzed is

/I i
  + +£X'' 0o(*'))

-I (y-x)

~ i//(- 1+ex'), (4.3)

in which y = . The result (2.3) shows that

dy

/:
, -7-2l<P0{y)-<P0{-\)} = O{e) (4.4)

'-i (y + 1 - ex )

and so can be ignored. The integral involving <p0(y') is expanded as follows:

ef dy (y')=[ ,dy ,)2vo(y')-[ , >dy ivz^o^)' (4-5)
J-\(y-x) Jo {y - x) J2/e (y -x)

When x > f , ^0(x') can be replaced by 5q(-1 +ex'), which equals ^0(-l), from

the matching principle (3.5). Evaluating the last integral in (4.5) then gives

e/ , dy ,2<Po(y)~ [ . dy , 2<P0(y') + 0(e). (4.6)
J-1 {y - x) Jo (v - x )

Hence, to lowest order, (4.3) gives

-[ , dy /X2^o(-v<) + y(~1 ^o(x')) = ^(-')- (4-7)
Jo (.V - x )

This equation was also derived by Hori and Nemat-Nasser [5]. Its solution is non-

trivial and can be addressed only through particular examples. It can be deduced
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directly from (4.7), however, that, as x —> oo, the integral approaches zero, while

<p0(x') can be replaced by S{j(x). Thus,

y(-l,S°0(x)) = v(-\), (4.8)

confirming that Sg = Sg = p0(-l), as required for consistency with the matching

principle (3.5).

5. Solution to first order. Proceeding in a similar way, terms of order e are now

retained in (2.1), with x held fixed. This time, a uniform zeroth-order expression

for the integrand will make a contribution. Thus,

- Wy)+h (H2) - «•»<-1»]+■ ■■ •}
+ y{x,(pQ(x) + (px(x))~y/(x). (5.1)

The terms not given explicitly come from the solution near y = 1 . To order e,

the contributions from near y — -1 and y = 1 are in any case zero. Considering

y close to -1, the term in square brackets in the integrand is 0(e), except for a

region within a distance of O(e) of y = -1 . Its integral is therefore 0(e) and this

is multiplied by e . Thus, (5.1) gives

/I i
-—^--2<Po{y), (5.2)

-1 (y-x)

having taken into account (4.1).

To progress further, an expression correct to 0(e) for the integrand is required,

and this involves S0(x') , S^x'). First,

so(x') = <P0{-^)Jt^X(p'0(-\). (5.3)

It may be noted also that

n(-i) = [<p(-i) - y,x(-i, 9»0C-i)]/y,^(-1 > (5-4)

The other function, S} (x), is obtained by setting x — + ex' in (5.2) and ex-

panding. This gives

+ex',s£(x')) ~ — + £^p(-l)ln +eA, (5.5)

where

A = /, 2teo(y)~M-1)- (y + n*M)i- 59»o(_1)~v'oi-1)> (5-6)

having used (2.4). Hence, expanding also the term y ,

5'i1(x')y,«,(-1' Po^1)) = - ^4^ + e^o(-l)ln (A)
X \ SX J

+ e(p0 (~l)[y,X9 + Vo(-l)v,f9Vy.,> (5-7)

where y X(p etc. are evaluated at (-1, (P0(-l)).
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The forms S0(x), S,'(x) are also of interest. To find ^(x), x — (1 +x)/e is

substituted into (4.7), to yield

dy „ / 1 +y■i: x2<Po(l-~]+r(-\,s!)(x))-yy(-\). (5.8)
-l {y - x) \ £ )

In the integral, differs from #>0(-l) by a term of order e, except within a

distance of order e of y = -1 . It can be approximated, therefore, by replacing <p0

by <p0(-1). Evaluating the integral and expanding y then gives

[Sj(x) - <p0(-l)]y /-l, p0(-l)) = (5-9)

Thus,

clr \ i \ \ e^o(-1) , , \ PoM)
•V*) = ^o(-!)-(1 +°x)?; = M-1) - ^7— (5.10)

It may be noted, too, that

s°(X') = _Mz!2, (5.i o
xy,v

from (5.7), so that consistency with the asymptotic matching principle (3.5) is con-

firmed, with n = 1 and m = 0.

Finally, S1'(x) can be anticipated by applying (3.5) with m = n = 1. The result,

written in terms of x , is

= e*V(-l) - 7,x(-l. + £9>o(-1)ln

+ *A + t(p0{-\)[y x<p + (p'0(-\)y ^/y ^ (5.12)

It is now possible to obtain an equation for 9>,(x'), by putting x = — \ + ex' in

(2.1) and retaining terms up to order e . Thus.

e [ , dy 2[<pQ{y) +<px{y) + ^0(-v') + V\iy') -^(y') --^(y')]
J-1 y-x'-I (y-x)

+ y(-1 + ex', <p0(x') + cp, (x')) ~ ^(-1 + ex'). (5.13)

Note that (5.12) shows that <px{y') contains a term linear in y , as y —> oo ; there-

fore, terms in (5.13) are grouped, so that

- r vhfw'[y'] - svV»(-1)1+C - £vV»(-1)!

- r rJo (y - x ) J2/e (y - x )

~Sj_l (y-x)2 +

+ y(-l, ^0(x')) + ^1(x')y,^(-l. n(-x')) + £Jf/5',.v(-1 - ^0(x'))

~^(-l) + exV(-l). (5.14)
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Equation (5.14) can be simplified as follows. First, Eq. (4.7) governing eliminates

three terms. Next, when y > I, (pQ{y') ~ SqOO* and 0,(y') ~ Sf(y). With
these substitutions, the integrals can be evaluated. The one involving contributes

|^0(-1) and the other contributes zero. Finally, consider the integral involving <p0

and (p\ . The term <p{(y) - S\ = 0{e) uniformly and so contributes zero to

(5.14), to order e. The remaining integral can be evaluated, using (2.3), to give

ef dy 2[?0(y)-i>0(-l)]~ei>0(-l)ln (A) +e^ + ^0(-l). (5.15)
J-i (y — x) \sx j £■

The resulting simplification of (5.14) is as follows:

~ f i 'dy /X2tfti(J;/)-eyVo(-1)] + 0i(*,)y ̂ -1' Ux'))
Jo (y -x)

= ex[y/\-\)-y x(-\, (p0{x))] + e^(-l)In + eA. (5.16)

This is a linear equation for <p{ .

It is desirable now to check the consistency of (5.16) with the asymptotic matching

principle (3.5) which was assumed in its derivation. That is, it should follow from

(5.16) that §l(x) is indeed given by (5.12). To this end, let x(x') be any smooth

function with ^(0) = 0 and x(x') —> 1 as x —> oo and define

9\{x) = (px{x) - ex(x)<Po(—i)ln (^7) /y,/"1' — eJcVo(—!)- (5-17)

Then (5.16) gives

L dy -TSVi^y') + , <p0(x'))

0 {y'-x')

ev'o(-1) f°° dy1 , (2
„(-l^o(-D)/o V^fX{y)lnW

y.T

U y,9o(x'))
-e<p0{-\) X(x In | ±)+,A

+ cx[y/\-\)-y x(-\, <Pq(x')) - (p'0{-\)y v{-\, p0(x'))]. (5.18)

When x —► 00, the right side of (5.18) tends to the value

sA + &ip^-\)[ytX9 + q>^-\)y<99\ly^, (5.19)

with y etc. evaluated at (-1, ^0(-l)). It is therefore consistent that y (plpl tends

to the constant value (5.19), since then the integral on the left side of (5.18) tends to

zero. Thus, it is consistent that

0, -^V), (5.20)

with S! given by (5.12).
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6. Solution to second order: illustrative example. The solution as so far developed

is formal in the sense that (p0 and (j>Q have not been found explicitly. Also, to order

e, there is no interaction between the two end-points x = ±1 . This appears first at

order e , as will now be illustrated. Very long expressions are avoided by restricting

attention to the special case

-e f dy 2 <p(y) + <p{x) = 1, — 1 < x < 1. (6.1)
J-1 (y-x)

This was considered to leading order by Hori and Nemat-Nasser [5] and Olmstead

and Gautesen [6],

First, for Eq. (6.1), the solution to first order simplifies drastically, since y = \

and all other derivatives of y are zero. The results of the preceding sections reduce

to

<p0{x)=\, (6.2)

2e

1 -x2
?,(*) =-7^-2 (6-3)

and q>0, satisfy the equations

dy'L
fJo

0 (/ - x')

dy'

) =1 - (6-4)

73^1 (/) + Pi(*') = ~£/2- (6-5)
10 (/ - x')

Thus, for this particular problem

= (6-6)

An explicit solution of (6.4) was first found by Koiter [11]. An alternative represen-

tation, better for present purposes, was developed by Olmstead and Gautesen [6]; it

is summarized in the Appendix. The normalization used in [6] and retained in the

Appendix is different from that employed in (6.4) but this can be adjusted by scaling

the variables. The result is

*o(*') = (vV
where

with

v(t])

r'l r°°

^1(1)= / v(o) do = \ - / u{o)da, (6.8)
Jo J>]

1 f' In rdr~1 f°° tdt [ If'*1 "-U(
It follows from (6.9) that, as -+ 00,

n Jo 1 + r2
(6.9)

7tt]~ n't]
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where
r OO

p = 1 + 2 / \n(u)e~u du
Jo

or, in terms of Euler's constant y — 0.5772... ,

fi=\-2y. (6.11)

Hence,

c2/ \ i £ £ ^ fi2 i Z1 +xN\ //: i-n5n(x) = 1 -   y   yln   . (6.12)0 1+* (1+X)2 (1+*)2 V ™ )

~ 1 2

Note that S0(x) is given by (6.12) with the term of order e removed. This is

consistent with (5.10). The term of order e would be difficult to extract from the

integral equation (6.4), in the absence of its explicit solution. It follows also from

(6.6) and (6.12) that

^» = -5 + 2o4^- <613>
From (6.2) and (6.3),

S0V)=1, (6.14)
2

S2l(x') = ~-l-jx. (6.15)

The calculation of <p2 and <p2 now follows the pattern established in the pre-

ceding sections, although explicit allowance has to be made for the two end-points

simultaneously. First, <p2 is found by replacing the integrand in (6.1) by its uniform

expansion, correct to order e . Routine calculation then gives

2 I y
(p2{x) = e ^ -j

1
+

(1+x)2 (l-*)2

ln|l±^- ' .m"-*
TIE(1 -x)2 I / (1 -x)2

+ 7^7" [7^?'" (rh) * irV" 1 1,6I6)
and hence, by expanding,

s2V)=-p»|y + m (7)} + 27"T'"(^

(6.17)
4 \7ze

Assuming the validity of the matching principle (3.5), it follows that

(TA-) - (JL) + «><Ll2Z>. (6.,8)
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in (6.1) a uniform approximation, correct to order e2. Its reduction is laborious but

An equation for (p2{x) can now be formulated, by substituting into the integral

(6.1) a uniform api

leads to the equation

"°° dy

(y'-x'J "2" "4' 4fJo

2 '
~ I '\ £ '

<p2{y) + ~7~y

j
~ / '\ ^ '

+ <p2(x) + ~zx

j(3-2 y) e\_(2\ e\_ ( 2
,6.19,

It is immediately apparent that the solution cp2 has the asymptotic form (6.18),

consistently with the asymptotic matching principle. In detail, it is expressible in

terms of the two solutions developed in the Appendix. Thus,

2

CVV) + j-v' = j 3-2/-4lnf A)
7re J (6.20)

where the Fourier transform of V2(l) is given by Eq. (A. 18).

To second order, therefore,

.2

<p{x ) 2}' - 4 In I
TIE J

The behaviour of (6.21) as x —> 0 follows from (A. 12) and (A.24):

- \-x . (6.2i;

#C)~| i-5 £
2 r I 2

1 + 4y + 4 In (x')1/2. (6.22)
ne,

In terms of fracture mechanics, the coefficient of (x')l/2 is proportional to the

stress intensity factor at the tip of the crack. The term in brackets in (6.22) thus

represents the ratio of the stress intensity factor for a bridged crack of finite length

to the corresponding factor for a long crack (e —+ 0).

Appendix: solution of a Wiener-Hopf equation. This appendix gives an outline of

the solution of the integral equation

ifn Jo
(er - t]) 2V(a) do + V(tj) — W(t}), t] > 0. (A. 1)

Eqs. (6.4) and (6.19) can be placed in this form by means of the variable changes

x = nrj, y = no. The special case W[rj) - 1 was discussed by Olmstead and

Gautesen [6], Following the method of [6], (A.l) is Fourier transformed to give

(1 + M )V+(a) = Q_(a)+W+(a), (A.2)

where
rOO

V+(a)= e'^V^drj, (A.3)
Jo

W (a) is defined similarly and Q_{a) is the Fourier transform of the (unknown)

extension of (A.l) for t] < 0 . Transforms with suffix " + " are analytic functions of a

for Im(a) > 0; when a is real, they are interpreted as boundary values as Im(a) J. 0

of these analytic functions. Correspondingly, Q_(a) is analytic for Im(a) < 0.
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Still following [6], the decomposition

\ +\a\ = K+(a)/K_(a) (A.4)

is employed (with a real), where

K (a) = exp {±- r ln(,? T 'a) dt) . (A.5)
I n Jo t + 1 J

Equation (A.2) can then be given in the form of a Hilbert problem:

F+(a)~ F_{a) = K_{a)W+{a), (A.6)

where

F{Q = K+{QV+{Q, Im(C)>0

= KJQQAC), Im(C) < 0. (A.7)

A solution of (A.6) is

K_{ot)W+(a) da1 fc
F{°=2T, L

a - C ' <A'8»

This differs from the general solution by an entire function which will, in fact, have

to be zero in the examples considered.

(a) W(tj) = 1 . When W(rj) = 1 , H7+(a) = ia~l when Im(a) > 0, so that

W+(a) = i(a + 0/) ' (A.9)

when a is real. Then, from (A.8), when Im(£) > 0, the integral can be evaluated

by closing the contour in the lower half-plane and using Cauchy's theorem: the only

contribution is from the pole at the origin. Thus

K+(OF+(C) = lK_(0)/C (A. 10)

or

^(C) = c*7c)' (A-n)
since K_(0) = 1 .

Note that K+(Q ~ (-/C)'/2 as C —♦ oo, so V+(Q ~ (;')3/2C~3/2 . Correspondingly,

V(rj) ~ 2n~i/2t]]/2 ast]->0. (A.12)

Olmstead and Gautesen [6] developed the solution V^rj) given by (6.8), (6.9) from

the Fourier transform (A.l 1). They also deduced (A.12), directly from V{ (Q .

(b) W(rj) = \n{rj). In this case, when lm(a)>0,

W+(a) = -
+ a

in
y - y - In a (A. 13)

Euler's constant y arising from the integral

)
In(x)e~'x dx --y. (A.14)

/J o
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It follows from (A.8) that, when Im(£) > 0,

1 r°° K (a)\i7i/2 - y - ln(a + 0/)]
K+(QV+(0 = J- - ^ -da, (A. 15)

+ + 2.71 J—oq (a + 0z)(a — Q

SO

tr,r\T,tr\ 1 f°° ~ W*!1 ~ ? ~ ln(Q + 0')] ,
^(0^(0 = Yn j ^ da

(A.16)
/

+ f
171 1 ry-y-lnC

The extra terms in (A.16), in comparison with (A. 15), add up to zero: this can

be verified by use of Cauchy's theorem. The integral in (A.16) can be simplified by

deforming the contour so that it wraps around the branch cut of the logarithm. Thus,

r° (K (a) - I) da i
KAC)VAC) = -i ' +t.(C)P+(C) = -i [

J — <

171 i ry-7-lnC
J-„ a(a-C) C

or, equivalently,

"' K_(a) da r°{K_{a)- 1)

(A. 17)

K
^ f~l K (a) da

+(0V+(0=-i ~i yr-i . nJ-oo a(a - O ./-I a{a - Q

i

+ c
in . ( c

y — In (A.18)2 vi+c,
The function V(rj) whose Fourier transform is defined by (A. 18) is referred to as

V2(t]) in the text.

The asymptotic form of V+(Q as ( —> oo is readily deduced from (A. 18):

VJO~(i)3l2kjCV2 (A. 19)

where
171~2~y +

f~x K (a) da f° {K (a)-\)da
/   +/    . (A.20)

J — oo J ! ' ̂1

-1/2 , _!/2

Hence,

V2(ri) ~ 2n~"'^kr\ '^ as rj —> 0. (A.21)

That the constant A: is real can be verified by calculating its imaginary part, using

K_{a) = K_{a). (A.22)

Computation of the integrals in (A.20) confirms this to high accuracy and, further-

more, suggests that

k = - (1+y), (A.23)

exactly. This has not been verified by analysis but the result (which at least is a highly

accurate approximation), that

2

is used in the text.

VJt]) 27z l/2(l +y)tiW~ as ?y —» 0, (A.24)
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